It is a curious fact that, while the functions which preserve closures are exactly the closed continuous functions, the interior-preserving functions form a much smaller class than the open continuous functions. In fact, the interior-preserving maps are essentially homeomorphisms, surjections between discrete spaces, and "sums" of these.
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It is well-known that a function / : X •* Y is closed and continuous if and only if it preserves closures (i.e. C l / U ] = /[CL4] for all
A C x). The analogous statement for interiors is not true. Indeed (as we shall show) the class of interior preserving maps is far more 
Every section s : f[X] -*• X of f is an embedding of f[X] onto
an open subset of X . 
f is continuous; and f[V] is open in Y if and only if V is open in X .
Let V be open in X . Then v]] =/[s-S - J [F]] = f[V n s[f[X] ] ] . Here, V r\ s [f[X]] is open in X , so f[V n s[f[X] ] ] = Int f[V n s[f[X]
COROLLARY. An injection f : X •*• X preserves interiors if and only if f is an embedding and f[X] is open.
EXAMPLE. Let X be a sequence which converges to two points. Let / be the quotient map which identifies these two points and is the identity elsewhere. Then / preserves interiors.
Below we show that no interior preserving map can differ radically from the one above; i.e. , each such function has its domain partitioned into a discrete part and an open part on which the function is an embedding. 
Then: (1) X -f [E] and i -E are open, and f is a homeomorphism of X -f' 2 [E] and Y -E . (2) f [E] and E are discrete.
Moreover, 
